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variables such as

ABSTRACT . throttle
·spark advance angle

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the air-fuel ratio
- importance of multivariable modern control theory exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

to the design of advanced control systems for fu- upon key output variables such as
ture automotive engines. Specific areas include torgue

static and dynamic optimization, multivariable speed
stochastic estimation and control, and reliability fuel consumption

emissions (NOx , HC,CO )
. driveability

If adequate dynamic models become available for the

MOTIVATION engine, catalytic, and transmission systems,· then
superior multivariable control system designs, im-

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the plemented via microprocessors, become possible.
role of modern control and estimation theory (see In the absence of adequate mathematical models,

In the absence of adequate mathematical models,references [I]*- [17]) in the design of future
digital control systems for the automobile enginee very little can be done in a systematic manner to
digital control systems for the automobile engine.
The argument will be made that the available tools design engine control systems, and more important

of modern control theory, which include to carry out systematic economic-engineering trade-
of n(a) static and dynamic optimization offs related to sensors, actuators, performance,
(a) static and dynamic optimization
(b) stochastic multivariable control reliability, and cost.

At the outset I wish to stress that the design
system design
(c) system reliability concepts of a superior and reliable control system for auto-

. system reliablitmotive engines is, in my opinion, a far more complex
will have a major impact in the analysis and syn-
thesis of future automotive engine control systems, design problem than that required for most aerospace

provided that a concentrated research effort in- applications, e.g., the control system for the
volving industry, government, and universities is

enge to the state-of-the-art, and the difficulties
initiated to remove some of the key obstacles before
succesful economic and reliable implementations can have to be appreciate by decisionmakersdesigners
be developed. and researchers. Long term commitments of inter-

The optimism of the author is based upon the disciplinary resources have to be made. At the
present time one can see promising beginnings but

observation that the following ingredients presently present time one can see promising beginnings b
exist: the pace and the resource allocation has to be

1. Need. Reduction in fuel consumption and accelerated.
emissions is an important, and self-evident, eco- It is equally self-evident, again in my opinion,
nomic and social goal that the implementation of the projected control

systems will be based upon microprocessors. Adap-
2. Hardware Technology. Microprocessors are

reliable means for the implementation of sophisti- tive closed-loop reliable engine control cannot be
cated control algorithms. accomplished by electromechanical controllers. Such

3. Design Methodolo. Generic design method- trends are occuring in advanced aerospace systems

ologies exist for multivariable control problems, (e.g. the F-18, cruise missiles, vertical takeoff
that can be adapted and extended to handle the aircraft, aircraft engines) for which the perform-

that can be adapted and extended to handle the
specific problems unique to automotive engine ance requirements demand the design of closed-loop

multivariable control systems which cannot be imple-
systems.

The major obstacle that has to be overcome is mented by conventional electromechanical controllers.The major obstacle that has to be overcome is
a fundamental understanding of the dynamic cause-

certain areas of modern control and estimation
and-effect relationships of the key variables of certain areas of modern control and estimation

a-ecatomobrleelationsh tch keynm vlaria s of theory and their potential impact upon the overall
the automobile engine. Such dynamic relations
must be obtained from a combination of first prin- problem of designing superior engine control systems.

ciple models and careful experimentation. In par-
ticular, these dynamic models must describe by
means of stochastic differential equations the

quantitative effects of typical engine control *Numbers in brackets designate References at end
of paper
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STATIC (STEADY STATE) OPTIMIZATION which implies that sensor measurements of the

In static optimization problems all dynamic response variables (y), the exogeneous parameters
and stochastic phenomena are ignored. Thus, this (p), and for given tradeoff parameters (a), can

be used to calculate the optimal constant control
represents the "easiest" problem in terms of model- u*.
ling, and one of the "easier" problems with respect -
to optimization. It also represents an area in a)

towoptichsomizio Itsbeen al ready resentorte ie numerically and stored in the computer memory; to
which some work has been already reported (see
whichreferences work - been231). already reporteminimize memory requirements a certain amount of

To put the problem into perspective define the interpolation (perhaps using polynomial approx-
Tol putwthe paroablem intoperspectivedefimations to the components of the function m(.))isfollowing variables:

u:a m-dimensional vector of control variables possible. This then represents the familiar look-
- . . up table concept upon which the majority of the

(e.g. throttle, air-fuel ratio, EGR, spark 
advance) proposed engine electronic engine control systems

in the early 1980's depend upon. In a general con-
x:a r-dimensional vector of response variables, text this method of control corresponds to the

(e.g. torgue, speed, fuel consumption, multivariable trimming concept for advanced aero-
different emission variables etc.) space vehicles and jet engines or to the set-point

p:a g-dimensional vector of parameters (e.g. determination in process control systems.
.enginespecific parameters, catalyst-specific There is little doubt that such static prob-

parameters, ambient temperature and humidity lems will be important in the control system design.
etc.)parameters, ambient temperature and humidity However, they cannot be expected to work in a

Tet.) steady-stat assuptisatisfactory manner unless additional feedbackThe steady-state assumption is that the con-
trol, response, and parameter vectors are related loops are introduced. For example, there is evi-
by means of deterministic algebraic equations which ene that theredictive capability of such static
are modelled as a vector equality of the form engine maps, where the engine is tested in a

typical EPA cycle, is limited especially when one
Y = g(u ,) (1) wants to predict emission variables. Similarly,

it should be stressed that the optimal constantThis means that given a constant value of the input con trol u* depends on both a t the optimal constant
control variables, and th parameters, one control u* depends on both sensor measurementscontrol variables, u, and the parameters, p, one

can calculate the response variables, y, of inter-
est. Such relations, namely the function g(u,p) parameters (s); these engine and catalyst para-
can be ontained by steady state engine measurements ers may change and such changes would lead to

overall degradation, unless the control strategy
Constraints upon the physical values of the is augmented to take into account such parameterConstraints upon the physical values of the

variables can be modelled as algebraic inequalities variations.
of the form To recapitulate: static optimization tech-

niques are necessary but not sufficient for
h(y,u,p) < 0 (2) improved automotive engine control. The digital

In static optimization problems one is inter- control system must be augmented to compensate forIn static optimization problems one is inter-
ested in minimizing a cost function (or maximi- the following factors that are not addressed by the

zing a utility or payoff function). Let C denote very formulation of the static steady state opt-zing a utility or payoff function). Let C denote
the cost function to be minimized; C must be a imization problems.

(a) Engine, transmission, and catalystscalar although it may depend on several input

control variables (u) response variable (y), with dynamics
tradeoff parameters modelled as the components of

a vector a. Thus the cost to be minimized * (c) Availability of economic and reliablea vector a. Thus the cost to be minimized is*
sensors

C = L(y,u,a) (3) (d) Accuracy of sensor measurements

To address these issues one must examine the
The static optimization problem is to find the To address these issues one must examine th

stochastic and dynamic issues involved; this
constant optimal value of the input control

necessitates the development of more realisticvariable u, denoted by u*, which minimizes the
mathematical models for automotive engine systems.

cost (3) without violating the equality constraints

(1) and the inequality constraints (2).
DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION

The system-theoretic methodology that one
The. .i methodolog that oneDynamic optimization represents a very broad

uses is that of constrained multivariable static
field, which since about 1960 has blossomed intooptimization. There are several algorithms, based
several directions, most of them directly impor-

upon nonlinear programming variants, that can be tant for the automotive engine control problem.
tant for the automotive engine control problem.

used to calculate the optimal solution numerically,
mathematically, the solution takes the form ested in the implicit time variation of all

ested in the implicit time variation of all
u* = m(y,p,a) (4) variables. In addition to the time-varying control

variables (denoted by u(t)) and the response vari-

*For example ables (denoted by y(t)) one must take into account
additional energy storage elements, which may

C = al (Fuel Consumption)+a2 (NOx)+a 3(CH)+a 4(CO) include some or all response variables, that define
the components of the so-called state vector x(t).
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The dynamic behavior of the system is described If adequate mathematical models of the engine

by sets of simultaneous differential equations, become available, then current control design
in general nonlinear. In such problems, one methodologies are adequate for designing multi-
describes the system to be controlled by a vector variable control systems. It should be noted that
differential equation of the form modern control theory designs are based upon time-

domain optimization methods, and reliable software
for computer-aided multivariable designs are emerg-
ing. It should be stressed that the modern control

which relates the time evolution of the state theory designs are not limited to the single-input-
variables x(t) to the time evolution of the input output frequency-domain oriented tools normally

control variables u(t), while p is an exogeneous associated with classical servomechanism theory.

parameter vector. The response variables y(t) are Modern control design methodologies can be
related to the state and control variables, x(t) used to design dynamic compensators for multi-

and u(t) respectively, by means of simultaneous variable systems without decoupling the control
* algebraic equations of the form loops. This is accomplished by blending time

domain dynamic optimization techniques with
-t) = 3(X(t),U(t),P) (6) 'stochastic estimation methods. Noise in the actu-

ators and in the available sensors is incorporated
Such dynamic equations capture the cause-and-
effects transients, and they represent a detailed modern multivariable designs Furthermore,

modern multivariable control system designs have
mathematical representation of the system.

To the best of the author's knowledge such syreasonable robustness properties, which are very
desirable because one wishes to make the dynamic

global nonlinear dynamic models of the engine-
performance of the control system as insensitive

transmission-catalyst system are not available.
They should be developed; their development would as possible to engine parameter changes, and

guarantee graceful degradation in performance in
require careful analysis from first principles

the presence of non-catastrophic actuator and
involving the laws of thermodynamics, physics,
and chemistry. Detailed experimentation would be

During the past two years some exciting general
necessary to obtain the numerical values of para-questions have been posed, and partially
meters in the differential equations.

If adequate nonlinear dynamic models of the answered, about the overall robustness and sensitiv-
If adequate nonlinear dynamic models of the

automotive engine system were available, a wealth ity properties of multivariable controllers
toos tim e l e (see references [27] - [30]). These results have

of tools from optimal control theory could be
been obtained by blending the time-domain dynamic

As an example, one could study fundamental optimization methods and the frequently domain
As an example, one could study fundamental

methods. While these results are still at a general
problems in the best way of coordinating in a time- methods. While these results are still at a general
varying manner the diverse engine control variables u tomotiv e engine problems should provide valuable

so as to optimize several objective functions that insight into the question of obtaining robust
involve tradeoffs between fuel economy, emissions, engine control system designs.

and driveability. These may be very important in one way of improving the robustness of a

particular in the cold-start regime for which control system is to invest in additional real-

current catalysts are inneffective. time memory and computations so as to estimate,
If general dynamic models derived from first based upon the actual sensor measurements, changes

principles were available, one could study the in key parameters and changing the structure of the

possible improvements in overall performance control system (usually the control gains) based
through the introduction of additional control upont rol system (usually the control gains) baen referred
variables in the engine and catalyst. upon this information. This is often referredvariables in the engine and catalyst. to as adaptive control (see references [31] and

Such fundamental studies in dynamic optimiza- t32 for recent surveys). From the point of viea
tion and dynamic coordination are very important [32] for recent surveys). From the point of viewtion and dynamic coordination are very important of microprocessor implementation two concepts

for understanding both basic limitations and novel examined in the context of controlling aircraftexamined in the context of controlling aircraft
techniques for automotive engine control. For utilize parallel bankes of microprocessors to
complex multivariable systems, it is possible to carry out real time identification and control;

discover counter intuitive control strategies the first concept [33] uses real-time non-recursive
with significant performance payoffs. The results approximate maximum-likelihood identification
at first appear counterintuitive because most techniques, while the other [34] utilizes real
engineering intuition cannot possibly comprehend time hypothesis-testing ideas to determine approx-
the complex dynamic interrelationships and their imate dynamic models which then are used for con-
consequences. Static models and static optimi- trol
zation often mask the performance improvements The advantage of these adaptivemethods is
inherent by the adoption of coordinated dynamic that they utilize linearized models of the system

contDuring the past two years initial efforts to be controlled in the vicinity of operating
During the past two years initial efforts conditions (as perhaps determined by the static

toward dynamic modelling have taken place, with conditions (as perhaps determined by the static

some very preliminary results based upon dynanmic motimization algorithm). In tne context of are
optimization using computer simulations (see easier to obtain than global nonlinear models 
references [24] - [261). Although the results easier to obtain than global nonlinear models,

references [24] [26). Although the results and such parallel-processing identification and
appear encouraging much more fundamental research control methods may have some value in the engine
and experimental verification of the concepts and control problem. However, very little can be said

control problem. However, very little can be said
designs is necessary. about the potential value of these techniques in
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the absence of dynamic models. On the other hand, uses microprocessor-based electronics to construct
it is strongly suspected that maximum likelihood variable estimates, which at the very least provide
methods with suitable modifications for real time a systematic basis for failure management. Such
control [35] can be incorporated into an adaptive concepts have been applied to aerospace problems
multivariable control system design so as to [38] and they certainly merit attention for auto-
result in robust designs [36]. motive engine systems.

The overall dynamic failure management method-
FAILURE DETECTION AND MANAGEMENT ology is not complete as yet even from a theoretical

If one introduces additional degrees of point of view (see refs. [39] and [40]). Much of
freedom so as to improve the overall system the progress has been driven by aerospace appli-
performance, then one is immediately faced with cations. However, the sensor tradeoffs associated
the problem of requiring additional actuators and with aerospace systems are drastically different
sensors. There is no substitute for having a than those that will have to be carried out tosensor measuring the variable that one wishes design a reliable automotive engine control system.
to control. However, the relative accuracy of a Hence, a great deal of directed research has to be
sensor is an important engineering and economic carried out in this field, and much of the specifics
parameter. Needless to say, in the automotive of the relative complexity of the failure management
engine problem the availability and reliability system will have to await the fundamental under-
of sensors that measure the emmission variables standing of engine dynamic behavior.
represents a challengine open problem.

The only way that one can deal with the CONCLUSIONS
problem of estimating a variable that one cannot The development of dynamic models for the
measure is to obtain an estimate of the variable engine, transmission, and catalytic systems is
or parameter by correlating other observable crucial for the design of digital control systems
quantities. In modern estimation theory there for superior performance in terms of fuel economy,
exist systematic techniques for accomplishing emissions reduction, driveability, and reliability.
such real-time calculations.. Allthese techniques Once such models are available many of the existing
are derivatives and extensions of the Kalman tools of modern control and estimation theory can
filter and can be implemented by microprocessors; be applied to the engine control problem. However,
for such problems memory is not a big problem, but fundamental advances in the theory and methodology
real-time computation is (especially with respect associated with robust and reliable control systems
to fast multiplications). Effectively a micro- for automotive engine control are necessary.
processor implementation of a Kalman filter will
have to solve in real-time the differential
equations that model the engine dynamics. The author greatfully acknowledges valuableT h e us e of Kalman filters in theoverall ..The- us'e of Kalman filters in the overall discussions with Prof. G. Stein and Dr. P.K. Houpt
engine problem is further justified from the of the M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory,
viewpoint of failure detection and isolation. Drs. J.F. Cassidy, W. Kohn and Mr. E. Weller of
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